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ABSTRACT

Consider the problem of sampling signals which are not bandlimited,
but still have a finite number of degrees of freedom per unit of time,
such as, for example, piecewise polynomial or piecewise sinusoidal
signals, and call the number of degrees of freedom per unit of time
the rate of innovation. Classical sampling theory does not enable a
perfect reconstruction of such signals since they are not bandlimited.

In this paper, we show that many signals with finite rate of inno-
vation can be sampled and perfectly reconstructed using kernels of
compact support and a local reconstruction algorithm. The class of
kernels that we can use is very rich and includes functions satisfying
Strang-Fix conditions, Exponential Splines and functions with ratio-
nal Fourier transforms. Extension of such results to the 2-dimensional
case are also discussed and an application to image super-resolution
is presented.

Index Terms- Sampling, wavelet theory, moments, spectral
analysis, super resolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sampling theory plays a central role in modern signal processing
and communications, and has experienced a recent revival thanks, in
part, to the recent advances in wavelet theory [9]. In the typical sam-
pling setup depicted in Figure 1, the original continuous-time signal
x(t) is filtered before being (uniformly) sampled with sampling pe-
riod T. The filtering may be a design choice or, as it is usually
the case, may be due to the acquisition device. If we denote with
y(t) = h(t) * x(t) the filtered version of x(t), the samples y, are
given by

Y. = (x(t), (p(tlT -n)) x(t)(p(tlT -n)dt
-00

where the sampling kernel (o(t) is the scaled and time-reversed ver-
sion of h(t).

The key problem then is to find the best way to reconstruct x(t)
from the given samples, and the key questions are: (i) What classes
of signals can be reconstructed? (ii) What classes of kernels allow
such reconstructions? (iii) What kind of reconstruction algorithms
are involved? Ideally, we would like to be able to reconstruct large
classes of signals, using simple reconstruction algorithms and, most
important, with general and physically realizable kernels.

This paper includes research conducted jointly with Pancham Shukla [6],
Jesse Berent [2] and Loic Baboulaz [1].

x(t)
h(t)= (p(-t/T)

y

T
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Fig. 1. Sampling setup. Here, x(t) is the continous-time signal, h(t)
the impulse response of the acquisition device and T the sampling
period. The measured samples are yn = (x(t), (p(tlT -n)).

The classical answer to the sampling problem is provided by
the famous Shannon sampling theorem which states the conditions
to reconstruct bandlimited signals from their samples. In this case,
the reconstruction process is linear and the kernel is the sinc func-
tion. Recently, it was shown that it is possible to develop sampling
schemes for classes of signals that are neither bandlimited nor be-
long to a fixed subspace [11]. The common feature of such signals
is that they have a parametric representation with a finite number of
degrees of freedom and are, therefore, called signals with finite rate
of innovation (FRI) [ 1].

In this paper, we further extend these results and show that many
1-D and 2-D signals with a local finite rate of innovation can be sam-
pled and perfectly reconstructed using a wide range of sampling ker-
nels and a local reconstruction algorithm. As in [11], the reconstruc-
tion process is based on the use of a locator or annihilating filter, a
tool widely used in spectral estimation [7] and error correction cod-
ing [3]. In our context, the main property the kernel has to satisfy is
to be able to reproduce polynomials or exponentials. Thus, functions
satisfying Strang-Fix conditions (e.g., splines and scaling functions),
exponential splines and functions with rational Fourier transforms
can be used in our formulation. This last family of kernels is of par-
ticular importance since most linear devices used in practice have a
transfer function which is rational.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present
the families of sampling kernels that are used in our sampling schemes.
Section 3 presents our main sampling results, in particular, we show
how to sample and perfectly reconstruct streams of Diracs. In Sec-
tion 4, we use the results of the previous section to show that piece-
wise sinusoidal signals can be sampled as well. We then move to
the 2-D case in Section 5, where an application to image super-
resolution is also presented and finally conclude in Section 6.
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2. SAMPLING KERNELS

As mentioned in the introduction, the signal x(t) is usually filtered
before being sampled. The samples yrl are given by y,, = (x(t), ~o(tT-
n)), where the sampling kernel ~o(t) is the time reversed version of
the filter's impulse response. The impulse response of the filter de-
pends on the physical properties of the acquisition devise and, in
most cases, is specified a-priori and cannot be modified. It is there-
fore important to develop sampling schemes that do not require the
use of very particular or even physically non-realizable filters. In
our formulation we can use a wide range of different kernels. For
the sake of clarity, we divide them into two families:

1. Polynomial reproducing kernels: Any kernel ~o(t) that to-
gether with its shifted versions can reproduce polynomials of
maximum degree N. That is, any kernel that satisfies

:Cm,n*(t -n) = tm m = 0, 1, ...,N (1)

for a proper choice of the coefficients Cm,n
2. Exponential reproducing kernels: Any kernel ~o(t) that to-

gether with its shifted versions can reproduce complex expo-
nentials of the form e'-t with avm = ao + mA and m
0, 1, ..., N. That is, any kernel satisfying

(2)

for a proper choice of the coefficients Cm, n

In both cases, the choice ofN depends on the local rate of innovation
of the original signal x(t) as will become clear later on.

The first family of kernels includes any function satisfying the
so-called Strang-Fix conditions [8] and therefore any scaling func-
tion that generates a wavelet basis. The second one includes any
composite function of the form ~o(t) * p3 (t) with p3 (t) = p30 (t) *

fa I(t) *...** a (t) andcnm = ao + mA for m = 0, 1, ..., N,
and where /3am (t) is an exponential spline (E-splines) [10]. This
second family of kernels is of interest also because one can show
that many functions with rational Fourier transform can be converted
into functions that reproduce exponentials and can therefore be used
to sample FRI signals.

3. RECONSTRUCTION OF 1-D FRI SIGNALS

In this section, we assume that the sampling kernel is of compact
support L, that is, ~o(t) = 0 for t , [-L/2, L/2] where L is an
integer for simplicity. We show that it is possible to sample and
perfectly reconstruct streams of Diracs using kernels that reproduce
polynomials or exponentials. Extensions of these results to the case
of stream of differentiated Diracs, piecewise polynomial signals and
non-uniform splines are also possible but are omitted.

The key feature of the reconstruction scheme is that it allows to
retrieve the polynomial or the exponential moments of the original
signal x(t) from its samples. Since signals such as stream of Diracs
are completely specified by a finite number of moments, perfect re-
construction is possible.

More precisely, assume that the sampling kernel ~o(t) satisfies
the Strang-Fix conditions [8], that is, a linear combination of shifted
versions of ~o(t) can reproduce polynomials of maximum degree N
(see Equation (1)). Consider a stream, x(t), of K Diracs: x(t) =

zK-ol ak6(t- tk), t c R. Call y,, the observed samples, that
is, y" = (x(t), o(t-n)) where, for simplicity, we have assumed

T = 1. Call Tm = Zn Cm,,nYn, m = 0, 1, ...,N the weighted
sum of the observed samples, where the weights Cm,n are those in
Equation (1) that reproduce ti. We have that

Tm = E Cm,nYn

(a) x(t), Cm,nCP(t -n)\
(3)

100 Ek-1 ak6(t- tk)tmdt

EZ-Oa,ct- Tm = 0, 1, ..., N

where (a) follows from the linearity of the inner product and (b)
from the polynomial reproduction formula in (1). The integral in (b)
represents precisely the m-th order moment of the original signal
x(t). Hence, proper linear combinations of the observed samples
provide the first N + 1 moments of the signal.

The discrete signal Tm = 0:K- 1 aktk m = 0, 1, ..,N is very
often encountered in spectral estimation and in that context the pa-
rameter ak and tk of Tm are retrieved using the annihilating filter
method. This method operates as follows:

Call hm m = 0, 1, ..., K the filter with z-transform
K K-1

H(z) = E hmz-m = II(1I tkz 1).
m=O kO=

(4)

That is, the roots of H(z) correspond to the locations tk. It clearly
follows that

K

hm*TtmT= hiTm-i
i=O

K K-1

- S akhith-i =0.
i=Okh0

(5)

The filter hm is thus called annihilating filter since it annihilates the
observed signal Tm. The zeros of this filter uniquely define the set
of locations tk since the locations are distinct. The filter coefficients
hlm are found from the system of equations in (5). Since ho = 1,
the identity in (5) leads to a Yule-Walker system of equations in-
volving at least 2K consecutive values of Tm and has, in this case,
a unique solution since hm is unique for the given signal. Given
the filter coefficients hm, the locations of the Diracs are the roots of
the polynomial in (4). Notice that, since we need at least 2K con-
secutive values of Tm to solve the Yule-Walker system, we need the
sampling kernel to be able to reproduce polynomials of maximum
degree N > 2K -1.

Given the locations to, tl, ..., tk, the weights ak are obtained by
solving, for instance, the first K consecutive equations in (3). These
equations lead to a Vandermonde system which yields a unique so-
lution for the weights ak given that the tk 's are distinct.

Thus, a stream of K Diracs is uniquely determined from the
samples y,, = (x(t), o(tT -n)), if the sampling kernel ~o(t) can
reproduce polynomials of maximum degree N > 2K -1. The
problem is that the reconstruction scheme becomes more and more
complex and unstable when the number K of Diracs increases. It is
therefore critical to see if we can take advantage of the locality of
the sampling kernel to develop a sequential, local reconstruction al-
gorithm. Intuitively, if we have groups of Diracs separated by empty
intervals, then we should be able to separate these groups and recon-
struct them sequentially. Indeed, it is possible to show that if there
are at most K Diracs in an interval of size 2KL, we are assured
that there is a sufficient number of zero samples that separates two
groups ofK Diracs and so it is possible to apply the above algorithm
sequentially on each group ofK Diracs. We can thus summarize the
discussion of this section as follows:
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Theorem 1 Assume a sampling kernel ~o(t) that can reproduce poly-
nomials ofmaximum degree N > 2K -1 and of compact support
L. An infinite-length stream ofDiracs x (t) = Ez a 6(t-t) is
uniquely determinedfrom the samples defined by yn = (x(t), ~o(t/T-
n)) if there are at most K Diracs in an interval ofsize 2KLT.

The situation stays the same when the kernel is able to reproduce
exponentials rather than polynomials. Assume, for instance, that
our kernel is able to reproduce exponential of the form e't with
a, = ao + mA and m = 0, 1, ..., N. For instance, ~o(t) is an
E-spline R3, (t) with a- = (o,a.1,*-i.-, OcN) and a, = ao + mA or
a composite function ~o(t) * f3, (t). Consider again a stream of K
Diracs x(t) = EZK 1 ak6(t- tk). The samples yn are then given
by y. = (x(t), o(t-n)) and, using Eq. (2), it follows that

Sm = nCm,nYn =
00 x(t)Ce' mAtdt

= EZolK ako mAtk m = 0,1, ..., N.

This means that proper linear combinations of the samples yn lead to
a signal sm of the form sm = E 0K1 ake°o+mkt. The interesting
point is that the annihilating filter method can also be used when the
observed signal is of the form sm = EK-1 akeamt and aEm
ago + mA and, therefore, the locations and the amplitudes of the
Diracs can be retrieved using the annihilating filter method as in the
polynomial case.

4. SAMPLING PIECEWISE SINUSOIDAL SIGNALS

Consider a piecewise sinusoidal signal like, for instance, the one
shown in Figure 2(a). Clearly, it is not possible to sample it using
classical Shannon theory since the signal is not bandlimited. Despite
the fact that the signal has a finite number of degrees of freedom,
previous methods would not work either. This happens because the
signal contains innovation in both the temporal and the spectral do-
mains. Yet, a proper combination of the annihilating filter method
and the sampling theory developed before leads to an exact sampling
scheme for this case as well.

Assume the signal to reconstruct is the one shown in Figure 2.
The scheme operates as follows (for more details we refer to [2]):
we first recover the sinusoidal parameters with an annihilating filter.
Call yn = (x(t), o(t-n)) the observed samples where ~o(t) is a
generic kernel. The samples generated by the sinusoid and that are
not influenced by the two discontinuities can be annihilated using
the filter H(z) = (1- e°z 1)(1 e °z 1). The filter's co-
efficients can be found solving a Yule-Walker system similar to the
one shown before and the knowledge of hn allows us to retrieve all
the parameters of the sinusoid. The next step is to retrieve to and ti.
By applying the filter hn on the samples we have that ([2])

Zn = Yn * hn = (x6(t), 9o(t -n) * f3(t -n)),

where the new signal x6 (t) is a stream of differentiated Diracs lo-
cated at to and ti and p3a is an E-spline. Therefore, if the original
kernel ~o(t) can reproduce polynomials or proper exponentials, we
can retrieve the locations to and ti using the results of Section 3. We
therefore retrieve the entire signal.

The same methodology can be used also when the signals con-
tains more pieces and more sinusoids for piece.
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Fig. 2. Sampling piecewise sinusoidal signals. (a) Original piece-
wise sinusoidal signal x(t) with one sinusoid of frequency wo. (b)
Sampled signal. (c) Annihilated signal z,. These samples are equiv-
alent to those obtained by sampling a stream of differentiated Diracs
located at to and t1 with the new kernel ~o(t) * 3a (t).

5. SAMPLING SCHEMES FOR 2-D SIGNALS WITH
FINITE RATE OF INNOVATION

In this section we concentrate only on kernels that reproduce poly-
nomials. In particular, we assume that the 2-D sampling kernel
oxy (XI y) is given by the tensor product of a 1 -D function ~o(x) that
reproduces polynomials. That is, Sox,y(xy) = so(x>)p(y) and (o(x)
satisfies Eq (1).

The sampling schemes of Section 3 are based on the fact that a
stream ofK Diracs is uniquely determined by its first 2K moments.
Since it is possible to retrieve these moments from the samples yr,
it is possible to reconstruct the original signal. The situation in 2-D
is very similar, but complex rather than real moments are needed in
this context.

Consider first a set ofK 2-D Diracs. That is:

K

f(XIy) Z ak6(X- Xk,Y Y-Yk).
k=O

The samples are yn,m (f(XIy),oxy(x -n,y -m)) and, by
construction, the kernel oxy,(X y) is able to reproduce polynomials
of the formxxy1,n = O,1, ...,N, I O, 1,...,N. It is easy to show
that with the right linear combination of the samples Yn,,m, we can
estimate the complex moments of f (XI y) in much the same way as
we estimated the real moments in the 1-D case. Thus, we end-up
observing

Tm=J f(XIY)(x+jy)mdxdy m =O,1,...,N.

Since f (XI y) is a set ofK Diracs, the complex moments of f (X, y)
have the following form

K-1
mTM akZk

k=O

where the Zk s represent the locations of the K Diracs in complex
form: zk = Xk + jYk. As in the 1-D case, the complex locations of
the Diracs and their amplitudes are found using the annihilating filter
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(a) (b)
(a)

Fig. 3. (a) An original image g(x, y) of size 3767 x 3767 pixels con-
sists of three bilevel polygons: triangle, rectangle, and pentagon. (b)
The set of 50 x 50 samples produced by the inner products of g(X, y)
with a B-Spline sampling kernel S0xy (XI y) = 3y(x, y) with sup-
port 631 x 631 pixels that can reproduce polynomials up to degree
nine. The original image is reconstructed from this samples exactly.

method. Therefore, as in the 1-D case, the reconstruction algorithm
in 2-D operates in three steps:

1. Estimate the first N > (2K -1) complex moments Tm of
f (X, y) from the samples yn,m.

2. Find the filter hm that annihilates Tm. The roots of the filter
represents the locations of the Diracs in complex form.

3. Estimate the amplitudes of the Diracs by solving a Vander-
monde system.

If the kernel has compact support, it is possible to sample sets of
Diracs with more than K Diracs. We just need group of at most
K Diracs to be separated enough so that they can be reconstructed
independently.

Bi-level polygonal images are also uniquely determined by their
complex moments [4, 5]. Consider a simply connected convex poly-
gon with K vertices, it is possible to show that [4, 5]

Tm = m(m -1) J f(X,y)zm-2dxdy
-00 -00

K-1

SL PkZk 7
k=0

where the Zk s represent the locations of the vertices of the polygon
in complex coordinates. Therefore, as in the previous case, by esti-
mating the complex moments from the samples yn,m and by using
the annihilating filter, we can retrieve the locations of the vertices of
the polygons and, therefore, the original signal. An example of this
sampling scheme is shown in Figure 3.

Moments are sometimes used for image registration. With the
techniques presented above we are able to retrieve the original mo-
ments from undersampled images and use them for registration in
the case we want to perform image super-resolution. An example
of such an approach is shown in Figure 4, for more detail we refer
to [1].

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented new schemes to sample signals with finite rate
of innovation. We have shown that it is possible to sample and per-
fectly reconstruct many FRI signals using a wide range of sampling
kernels. The classes of kernels that can be used include functions
satisfying Strang-Fix conditions and therefore scaling functions for
wavelet bases and E-splines.

(b)

Fig. 4. Super-resolution using 100 images. (a) Low resolution image
(65 x 65). (b) Super-resolved image (2000 x 2000)

Extensions to the 2-dimensional case have been presented as
well and we have shown that these results find application in image
super-resolution.

The cases of noisy measurements and of model mismatch are
under investigation.
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